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GARDEN LIGHT

Atmospheres rarefied and light, palettes fresh, ethereal, watercolor and radiate color. Different textures give breadth to the ambiance. They nimbly intersect and pour positive energy into the furniture.

NIGHT FLOWER


Gioioso caos creativo


ICONIC FR

NIGHT FLOWER
acqua
48 49
fuoco
Le nuove sedie della geometria sinuosa MISS WOOD e il tavolo conviviale DINER TABLE sono in legno massello (faggio delicatamente sfumato) - 6 toni a scelta - (P. 6 - 9), seduta e tavolini CORDULA CUSHION (P. 30 - 33), divano modulare NAP OUTDOOR rivestito in materico (quadri a zigzag effetto canvas ALCANI), colorato in legno massello SPOOL CEDAR. Policromia GRANDNA in tessuto ATACAMA e cuscini a motivo microchervon CATINAS (p. 96 - 97), divano tuftato a mano ACKLINS (p. 100).

Corredino MISS (p. 74, 79, 79), divano componibile ADDI, e cuscini (p. 74 - 75) in tessuto Flamma RATTAN AGUNG, a motivo motivo di pineta declinata nei toni scuri e nei toni chiaro, tappeto VEYAH e TAMARIC VIDEO OUTDOOR con disegno chevron (p. 74). Poltrona GRAVITA in tessuto jacquard a sofisticate geometrie policrome e sfumate ALBERTA, effetto chiné Flame Retardant. Tappeto macromaglia PEREIRA (p. 82, 83). Lampada iconica GRANDE con superiore cromato e base in acciaio satinato. Pouf in tessuto AVARUA e plaid leggero stampato CONSTELLATION (p. 85 - 86).

Divano modulare MISTER SOFA in tessuto stampato a tori naturali ANGIE, plaid con frange e cuscino a chevron ricamato MARGOT, tappeto in percalle tinta unita (P. 66). Cuscini a motivo zigzag jacquard stampato effetto grafite ALBERTA, a disegno grafico biancorosso ANCHORAGE, a scacchi ATACATA, effetto chinté bianco a nero AVIRUA. Plaid in soft cashmere con disegno fiammato AVARUA. Pavimento LEVANTE in pece con losangi II coppia ARKANSAS, suggestivo tavolo ART GLASS in resina su piano con piano tondo lucido a sfumature dark (p. 68, 69). Cuscini POLTRONA in tessuto jacquard double face a righe di geometria perlina e stampa sfumata ALBERTA, tavolino HOLLY ART GLASS (p. 70), divano MISTER SOFA rivestito in jacquard con motivo microchervon in rilievo AVIRUA (Flame Retardant), cuscini percalino ALBANY e ANCHORAGE, plaid in cashmere YODA, tappeto a chevron VEYAH (p. 71).
ACQUA – NIGHT FLOWER

P. 38

Comfortable and welcoming lounge VIRGOLA SOFT (p. 40 - 42, 45, 68), soft square puff CUBO SOFT and cushions, all covered in flamed ATACAMA OUTDOOR in various shades, ALFRED velour bath towel and towels with chevron pattern (p. 40 - 41, 44, 45, 58); REGISTA chairs (p. 40 - 42, 68), bench mats and cushions in coordinated fabric WONGA OUTDOOR with polychrome shades (p. 40, 41), 68; Miss chairs upholstered with flamed ATACAMA OUTDOOR in ANDROMEDA fabric (p. 42). AYRTON hand tufted floral cut-out mat, 3D effect REX textiles (p. 44).

ALAN water green overprinted percale bed linen, soft Mohair throw in shades and colours YORVI, ATACAMA OUTDOOR flamed cushions, hand-woven cushions with geometric pattern ARGENTINA, CEDAR SPOOL solid wood side table (p. 46, 47, 59); ALAN tono-verso overprinted mohair velour towels and ARETHA hand tufted floral cut-out mat (p. 48, 49).

ADAM OUTDOOR modular sofa (p. 50, 51, 63), Miss chairs and cushions all in flamed ATACAMA OUTDOOR, coffee tables with tempered glass top with chevron designs HARRY GLASS OUTDOOR light grey with white fabric ALDO, polychrome woven rug AUABAMA OUTDOOR (p. 50, 51).

MISS stools (p. 52 - 55) and DRUM lamps (p. 55) in black and white fabric ATACAMA OUTDOOR, REGISTA chairs in WONGA OUTDOOR fabric (p. 52).

GRAVITA’ sofa (p. 55) and GRANDMA armchair (p. 55-57) with floral pattern forest on linen/cotton blend ABLUERGUEIQUE. Soft berber rug with patchwork design ASCANIO and BUBBLE KNIT optical design ANDE, cushion and pouf in Flame Retardant fabric REX (p. 56 - 57), GRANDMA armchair in black and white jacquard Flam Retardant fabric AUSTRALIA, cushion and pouf in Flame Retardant fabric REX (p. 84, 85), in velour with tone-on-tone mohair overprinted yd ALAN, lightweight striped throw with fringes ALDO (p. 84). Light grey chevron printed throw with fringes ARON (p. 85), basket in flamed fabric ATACAMA OUTDOOR (p. 85).

SCREEN bad in MOOMBA fabric, dovecote cushion and pillowcase in cotton muslin with chevron print ANDRES, pillowcases with black and white flame (p. 84 - 85).

ACQUA – ICONIC FR

P. 72

Miss chairs (p. 74, 78, 79), ADAM modular sofa, and cushions (p. 74) in Flama Retardant AGLING fabric, with an abstract pine forest motif declined in dark and light tones; VEYVIY rug and HARRY GLASS OUTDOOR coffee tables with chevron pattern (p. 74).

GRAVITA’ armchair in jacquard fabric with sophisticated macramé decorations ANDAMANE Fr (p. 73, 77), THEA KURA hand tufted iconic pendant lamp in woven pure wool (p. 78 - 80).

Bed set in yarndyed percale overprinted in natural tones ANGIE, ANTWAN polychrome zigzag knit throw, cushions in ANDAMANE macramé fabric and AUSTRALIA black and white chevron jacquard, GRANDMA armchair and cushion in black and white handwoven AUSTRALIA, Flama Retardant. Side table with curved structure in velour GRANDMA, MISS chairs (p. 74, 78, 79), ADAR modular sofa, and cushions (p. 70), MISTER SOFA sofa upholstered in jacquard with textured ANCONA fabric, MISS sofa with flip over cover available in the 12 ICONIC FR signs (p. 101, 105).

JALAJAR lounger and cushion in jacquard fabric with chevron optical design ANDE, cushion and pouf in Flame Retardant fabric AIMAJA, throw with patchwork design ASCANO and BUBBLE KNIT lamp (p. 106, 107).

TEKTONIK modular sofa and cushions in ATACAMA OUTDOOR flamé fabric (p. 101, 111), CONSTRUCTION STAMPA cushions (p. 110 - 113).

Miss chairs (p. 74, 78, 79), ADAM modular sofa, and cushions (p. 74) in Flama Retardant AGLING fabric, with an abstract pine forest motif declined in dark and light tones; VEYVIY rug and HARRY GLASS OUTDOOR coffee tables with chevron pattern (p. 74).

GRAVITA’ armchair in jacquard fabric with sophisticated macramé decorations ANDAMANE Fr (p. 73, 77), THEA KURA hand tufted iconic pendant lamp in woven pure wool (p. 78 - 80).

BASKET lamp (p. 106, 107).

TEKTONIK modular sofa and cushions in ATACAMA OUTDOOR flamé fabric (p. 101, 111), CONSTRUCTION STAMPA cushions (p. 110 - 113).

SCREEN high bad in MOOMBA fabric, VERAKA backrest and pillows with black and white flame, CEDAR SPOOL solid wood side table, PEGUL curtain (p. 112, 113), MISS chair (p. 113), VIRGOLA SOFT lounge and cushions in ATACAMA OUTDOOR fabric (p. 114, 113).